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the bureau of indian affairs (bia) is the single largest provider of social services and support for the nation's american indian and alaska native people. it is the
department of interior's principal agency for trust responsibility, policy, and program administration. a non-profit community-based, independent, educational
organization dedicated to the preservation of traditional arts, crafts, and music of the native american, african american, hispanic, and latino cultures. the organization
also seeks to create a vibrant contemporary art scene that reflects the cultural richness of new mexico. the arts and crafts division of the museum houses collections of
art and crafts from various nations, cultures, and time periods. it also serves as a resource for ethnographic, cultural, and historical information about native american
and latino cultures. it is a mistake to think of the native american boarding school as a separate system from the mission schools. the indian boarding schools were an
outgrowth of the mission schools which for decades had been producing generations of native americans for missionary conversion. since the government did not have
enough teachers for the mission schools, the army or the bureau of indian affairs became involved, establishing boarding schools to house the students in a safe,
controlled environment and remove them from the influence of their parents. they were, in effect, reform schools. this policy lasted from about 1875 through the 1920s.
the residential school era of education for native americans began in the late 19th century, with the start of the bureau of indian affairs (bia) boarding schools in 1879.
the federal government began establishing bia boarding schools in the 1880s and 1890s. these schools removed native american children from their tribes and families,
often to non-indian boarding schools. although the bia schools were intended to prepare native american children for college and the professions, most were run as
reform institutions that emphasized manual skills and farming. the schools were often run by religious orders to help them fulfill their missions of proselytizing and
educating native americans. many of the schools were also influenced by the educational philosophy of the progressive movement, which valued the development of
the individual, and were run by college graduates and professors who had been trained in the principles of education. these schools emphasized individuality, physical
fitness, and character-building through manual labor and other activities.
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this report provides background information about the american indian/alaska native (aian) population of oklahoma. it describes the oklahoma aian population at the
time of the 2000 u.s. census and updates population counts and characteristics through 2008. the principal goals of the study were to provide information about the

current distribution of oklahoma aians and to project what the oklahoma aian population will be in 2030. this report also describes the types of resources and programs
available for oklahoma aians. the data in the report were collected during three special field days. the office of inspector general (oig) reports to the u.s. department of

education, office of inspector general (doe-oig). doe-oig's mission is to prevent and reduce fraud, waste, and abuse in programs and operations administered by the
department. the following report summarizes selected oig findings from 2003 to 2004 on comprehensive schools; federal funding and management of comprehensive

schools; differential funding; student eligibility requirements; and post-secondary and secondary support services. the appendix includes the data that support oig
findings on comprehensive schools; federal funding and management of comprehensive schools; differential funding; student eligibility requirements; and post-
secondary and secondary support services. appendix d contains a list of comprehensive schools by geographic location. doe order 144.1 provides direction to all

departmental officials, staff, and contractors regarding fulfillment of trust obligations and other responsibilities arising from departmental actions which may potentially
impact american indian and alaska native traditional, cultural, and religious values and practices; natural resources; treaty and other federally recognized and reserved

rights. 5ec8ef588b
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